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Challenge
Move only one  matchstick to make 

this equation true.



Possible answers

8-2=5+1
5+2 = 6+1
9-2 = 6+1



understandable, 

relevant, 

personal, 

tangible and 

enjoyable 

experience.



Making Maths Relevant

A cross-curricular approach through the use of the themes.

Two examples:

a. Animals

b. Communication



Animals: Designing pens for animals

Designing pens for animals to practice area, perimeter, multiples and 
factors.



Area, perimeter, multiples and factors.



Animals: A house for a mouse

After reading a story titled Mrs Melody’s Mouse,  students were asked 
to design a ‘house for a mouse’ using straws, tape and card. They 
worked in groups.

They were given two instructions:

1. It had to be a compound shape.

2. The total area had to be 360cm².



A house for a mouse: students’ work



Animals: Eggs Factor

This activity followed a short reading comprehension exercise about 
birds. 

The most common bird in the world is the chicken. 
There are more chicken on Earth than people. 

Most of the eggs eaten by people are chicken 
eggs. Most of the eggs you buy from the store 
are white or brown, but there are also green or 
blue chicken eggs as well.



Eggs Factor

Multiples & Factors

Students had to design egg boxes
to hold various numbers of eggs.

Cooking omelettes

Following a cooking activity, 
students had to solve various 
problems. 



Eggs Factor: Students’ work







Animals: Noah’s Ark

Referring to the famous biblical story,  mentioned in the story, ‘Ġejja, 
Ġejja Dinosawri’, in Senduq Buffuri, students practiced sequencing,
doubling and problem solving.



Animals: Rainforests

After exploring rainforests during English and science lessons, students 
solved problems and plotted barline graphs on temperature and
rainfall in Malta, London and Manaus.



Communication: Newspapers

A Newspaper Hunt covering various topics such as the 4 basic 
operations, data handling, rounding and properties of numbers. 
Students also had to create 3 problems themselves.



Communication: TV & Cinema

Learning about digital and 24 hr clock times and elapsed time by using
TV and cinema schedules.



Time Challenges

Students were asked to work out how 
much time they had spent in Year 6 
since the beginning of the scholastic 
year till that very day. The answer had 
to be given in hours, minutes and 
seconds.

Students also were asked to calculate 
how many days old they are.



Wonky Watches Challenge



Communication: Newspaper ads
Students were asked to write an advert to sell their used bike.
They had a budget of €6. Each word would cost 20c. 



Communication: Adverts

Students were presented with a real advert and asked to create 
mathematical questions about it.



Student’s Mathematical Questions

A family of 2 adults and 2 children
want to go to the USA. One of the
children is 11 years old and the other
one is 19 years. Children under 16 go 
for half the price. 
They have a budget of €4000.

a.How much will they spend?
b.How much money will they have

left?



I went to a store that sells hampers and I 
bought offers G12, G 13 and G 14. 
a) How much will they cost altogether?
b) If I pay with €300 how much change will

I get?
c) With the change I get, will I have enough

money to buy another hamper?



Jeffrey went to the supermarket. He
had to prepare a meal for his family. 
He bought 2 pizzas, 5 ravioli, 1 
grana, 3 pesto, 2 ice cream rolls, 3 
packets of ice cream.

a) He has a budget of €40. Is it
enough?
b) How much change would he get?



Communication: Adverts
Students worked out various sums based on the adverts.





Communication: Adverts

Percentages

In this activity students had to calculate the 

new discounted prices. As they worked out the sums 

on the IWB in pairs, the rest of the class completed 

the calculations on their worksheet.







Applying Maths to everyday life
Shopping and cooking



Using a recipe which features in Senduq Buffuri



Squeezing fresh orange juice





Making hot chocolate


